Abstract.
Introduction
Therefore relatively large scatter fields are present in the projection images which need 23 to be estimated as part of any correction scheme to partly compensate for the contrast-24 reducing effect of this undesirable component, and to minimise the associated error 25 during reconstruction (Wu et al. 2009 ). Knowledge of this field is also required for 26 performance and optimisation studies using simulation.
27
Monte Carlo (MC) simulation is a common technique to directly estimate scatter In the next section, a kernel-based methodology is described to calculate the 2 scattered radiation. The proposed technique includes the use of anthropomorphic breast 3 models integrated in a realistic DBT geometry. The results, shown in section 3, illustrate 4 that the proposed scatter kernels can estimate scatter fields more accurately than using 5 the scatter kernels previously described in the literature. With computational time more 6 than five times faster than direct MC simulations, the proposed scatter-kernel method 7 shows errors equal to or less than 10% across most of the breast phantom area when 8 compared with MC-based results. 
Methodology

10
The energy recorded within a DBT image receptor corresponds to primary and scattered 11 X-ray photons. In this work, analytically calculated primary radiation images were used 12 to produce the scattered radiation images using a modified convolution. This included 13 the use of a set of scatter kernels, which was constructed from previously calculated 14 scatter point spread functions (SPSFs). 
Digital breast tomosynthesis geometry
16
The DBT geometry used in this study approximately corresponds to the Hologic Selenia
17
Dimensions system as illustrated in Figure 1 . The X-ray tube , which was simulated as 18 a point source, was placed at 700 mm from the detector surface (above the chest-wall . In all cases studied, the X-ray beam was collimated to 29 match the dimension of the image detector, which was sufficiently large to image the 30 entire breast model in one projection. Thus, a 30x24 cm 2 image receptor was used for 31 imaging the 22 and 50 mm thick breast phantoms, whereas the dimension of the image 32 detector for the the 77 mm thick breast phantom was 45x24 cm 2 .
33
This geometry was used to calculate ground truth data using MC simulation, with 34 which results from the proposed convolution-based methodology have been compared. These are illustrated using a rectangular region. (2002) . Also, 1.5% discrepancy in contrast was observed when comparing images 8 acquired experimentally and images from MC. SPSFs were generated using narrow 9 pencil beams to provide the appropriate scatter kernels.
Monte Carlo (MC) simulation software
10
The polyenergetic spectra used in the MC simulations were based on the calculated 11 spectral data of Boone et al. (1997) 
Primary transmission calculation
25
The image generated from the primary (i.e. unscattered) beam P (x, y) observed across 26 each pixel (x, y) at the image receptor was calculated analytically using the Beer-
27
Lambert's law: 
Scatter estimation (Section re-ordered)
7
The total estimated scatter image S T,φ (x, y) for a particular projection angle φ was 8 estimated as a combination of the scatter image from primaries directed towards the 9 breast S bre,φ (x, y) and the scatter from primaries directed outside the breast region 10 S sys,φ (x, y):
12
Following the methodology described in the literature to estimate scatter image by convolving the corresponding primary image with an appropriate scatter kernel as 16 follows:
18
where P corresponds to the analytically calculated primary radiation image and
19
K φ,t,G,AG represents the appropriate scatter kernel. These, stored in look-up tables,
20
were calculated using the SPSF for the realistic geometry shown in Figure 2 (a). breast phantom area in order to speed up the process.
19
As described in the previous section, SPSFs were calculated using a geometry 20 with a uniform thickness phantom, SPSF bre , and without uniform thickness phantoms
21
(SPSF sys ). Therefore, a set of scatter kernels based on SPSF bre was used within the 22 breast phantom region (i.e. breast phantom shadow on image receptor) and a set based 23 on SPSF sys was used outside the confines of the breast phantom during the convolution 24 process. Thus, S sys,φ (x, y) was estimated after convolving the primary image at the 25 image receptor P (x, y) with a scatter kernel K sys,φ,T in the region outside the phantom.
27
K sys,φ,T depends only on the projection angle (φ) and the distance from the 28 compression paddle to the breast support, i.e. breast thickness T , as the air gap between 29 the breast support plate and image receptor is constant.
30
As previously described, K sys,φ,T was calculated in the absence of any scattering 31 material (see Figure 2(b) ). However in reality, the scattered radiation from the system 32 is attenuated by the breast tissue. Therefore, the calculated SPSF sys needs to be 33 attenuated by the corresponding breast tissue thickness. Thus, K sys,φ,T was corrected by a factor α to account for the attenuation path without the breast phantom as follows:
9
where (E) and w(E) correspond to the energy efficiency of the detector and the respectively. When breast tissue was found, µ(E) was calculated for the average 16 glandularity of the breast phantom G ( Table 1 ). The distances t(x, y, x , y ) were 17 calculated using ray tracing methodology (Siddon 1985) .
18
The task of calculating the distances from every point in the compression paddle S sys,φ was estimated as follows:
To account for the primary X-ray incident angle at each evaluated point in the 4 compression paddle, the X-ray incident angle and the direction of the primary X-ray 5 photons were taken into account. For a given point in the compression paddle (outside 6 the breast phantom area), the closest simulated incident angle (previously calculated 7 from 0 to 35 o in steps of 5 o ) was used. 
Relative scatter error map 9
In order to validate the kernel-based methodology, scattered radiation images from 10 the proposed method S T,φ (x, y) were compared with scatter images from direct MC 11 simulations S M C , which represents the ground truth. Maps of scatter relative error for 12 each pixel S , were created as:
14 Furthermore, scatter fields calculated using the proposed scatter kernels (K φ,t,G,AG ),
15
which account for the air gap between breast and breast support plate, and the 16 conventional thickness-dependent scatter kernels described in the literature (K φ,t,G ) were 17 compared. For the purposes of this work, discrepancies of less than 10% for S (x, y) are 1.0 respectively. Therefore, there will be a total error of 2.3, 3.3 and 5.0% respectively 22 in the total image (primary+scatter) for a 10% error in the scatter image. 
Validation of SPSFs
24
SPSFs from this work were validated against data published by Sechopoulos et al.
25
(2007b), using the beam qualities and geometries given in Table 2 . The validation process used an idealised pencil beam geometry as shown in Table 2 ) for a phantom thickness of 2 cm (G=50%). The SEM associated to the MC simulations of this work as a function of distance is shown in the top right corner.
26
Results
1
Primary calculation 2
The average error found between the analytically calculated primary P (x, y) and 3 primary from direct MC simulations was 0.2% and the largest disagreement was 0.5%, 4 illustrating that the difference using a single or several points within the pixel area was 5 small. Table 3 .
11
The SPR values were calculated by integrating the area under each SPSF curve using 
16
The largest discrepancy found was 4.0% for 100% glandular breast tissue compared 17 with the minimum difference observed of 0.3% for a uniform phantom filled in with
18
water. In this work, the breast tissue composition from Hammerstein et al. (1979) 19 was employed. However, this discrepancy may be due to different tissue composition 20 assumed as good agreement was observed when simulating water. Despite these small 21 discrepancies (maximum of 4%), the close agreement of the results from this work and the literature suggest that the SPSF generated here can be used with confidence to 23 generate scatter kernels when using a more realistic geometry. 
Comparison of proposed scatter kernels with conventional scatter kernels 1
The proposed kernel-based scatter field estimation method was applied to the 50 mm 2 thick breast phantom (Table 1 ). Figure 5 illustrates the associated error maps. A 3 bipolar colour map has been used to illustrate the change in error polarity across the 4 breast phantom projection. Results using the conventional kernel-based approach (top 5 row), which is confined to thickness dependent scatter kernels (K φ,t,G ), were compared 6 with the scatter images when using the approach suggested in this work (bottom row), 7 which account for the air gap between the breast phantom and breast support plate as 30% are reduced to no more than 10%. This has shown a reduction in the total image 24 (primary+scatter) error from 20% to 6% for the 25 o case. Table 4 gives the fraction 25 of the breast phantom area for which the errors are equal to or less than the target of Figure 5 . Scatter relative error map S (x, y) between scatter estimates using scatter kernels and MC estimates, observed for the 50 mm thick breast phantoms (G=20%) and projection angles of 0, 7.5 and 25 o . Top row illustrates results using the conventional thickness-dependent scatter kernels (K φ,t,G ) . The results using the approach proposed in this work (K φ,t,G,AG ) are illustrated in the bottom row. Each colour map shows errors between -20% and 20%. The edge of the breast phantom is highlighted in black.
10% for the 50 mm breast phantom. As the tube angle increases, the effects of the edge 1 curvature increase leading to greater difference between the two approaches. Similarly, the estimated scatter fields generated using both approaches were 3 investigated for the 22 and 77 mm thick anthropomorphic breast phantoms. The 4 percentages of the projected breast area with errors equal to or less than 10% (target) 5 for both scatter kernel approaches are also presented in Table 4 . There was only a small 6 improvement observed when accounting for the air gap for the 22 mm thick breast 7 phantom. This is attributed to the smaller air gaps between the curved region of the o . The left column shows the histogram for the conventional approach of breast thickness dependent scatter kernels, whereas the right column shows the histogram using the approach proposed in this work. Table 4 . Percentage of the projected breast phantom area with errors equal or less than 10% (target) when using the conventional thickness-dependent scatter kernels and the scatter kernels proposed in this work. Results for the 22, 50 and 77 mm thick breast phantoms and the projection angles studied are shown. Last row gives the difference between the methodologies. (minus sign denotes overestimation) was observed.
7 Table 5 . Percentage of the projected breast phantom area with errors equal or less than various thresholds when using the scatter kernels proposed in this work. 
